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1. Outline of the History of Immigration 
Laws in Japan1 
In the course of Japanese history， itmay be said that the begining 
of meaningful cultural-economic interchange between Japan and various 
countries was the Meiji Restoration of 1868. 
Before the Meiji Restoration， the Tokugawa Shogunate， which 
control1ed the country during the Edo Era for 220 years， was an era 
of nationel isolation policy; and the Government of Tokugawa strictly 
exc1uded foreigners from the country. In this ~ra of isolation only 
Nagasaki and Tsushima were ports for interchange between Japan and 
foreign countries. Nagasaki was opened for interchange with “Shin"， 
i.e. China， and Hol1and. 
In Edo era the Tokugawa Government placed stricter restrictions 
on the coming and going of foreigners than ever before in ancient or 
medieval days. 
Around the end of the Edo era (1850s') the ports of Yokohama， 
Kobe， Niigata and Hakodate had been opened for the citizens of the 
signatory countries of friendship treaties with Japan. The citizens of 
those countries were permitted to live， lease a land， purchase a house， 
and bui1d a house or a warehouse in Japan. Also they could live in 
Edo， i.e.， Tokyo， and Osaka， and lease a house there. In 1870 the Meiji 
Administration enacted the ordinance cal1ed “Act for Permitting 
Movement of Foreigners in Tokyoぺ Bythis Act legal security was 
guaranteed for the foreigners in Japan for the first time. 
After that many laws on immigration had been enacted throughout 
the history of Japan. The official report published in 1964 indicated 
(3) 
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that the immigration law and practice before the end of the World 
War J[ were at the mercy of the autocratic government. 
After World War J[ in 1947 the new Constitution of ]apan was 
introduced. It guaranteed every person the freedom to choose and 
change his residence， and to move to a foreign country. But unti1 the 
Peace Treaty with ]apan came into effect the Supreme Commander 
of the Allied Powers held the power over immigration. The Foreigners 
Registration Order of 19472， which was enacted by the ]apanese 
Government under the direction of the Supreme Commander of the 
Allied Powers3， was a major law dealing with the entry and registration 
of foreigners in Japan. 
Before the Peace Treaty became effective， the Immigration Control 
Order of 19514 and the Alien Registration Law of 19525 were enacted. 
Furthermore， the organization of the immigration bureau and immig-
ration office were established by an act entit1ed the Executive Order 
of Establishment of Immigration Service of 1950.6 
The Immigration Control Order provides the authority to oversee 
the entry into and departure from Japan of al persons， and the Alien 
Registration Law is for the purpose of maintaining the record of 
residence and fami1y situation of aliens. Under these laws，“Immigra-
tion Control Order Enforcement Regulations"7 are decided as Ordinance 
for each in order to put forward the detai1ed procedure. 
These laws had hardly been revised for about 30 years after their 
enactment. In 1980's these two laws were amended to a large extent 
in order to cope with the changing internationl situation and to deal 
with the aliens who live in Japan for a long time.8 
2. Agencies of Enforcement 
The Immigration Bureau is an internal bureau of the Ministry of 
Justice， and has jurisdiction to handle matters pertaining to the follow-
ing areas: entry and exi t of al persons， residence of aliens， alien 
registration， and deportation.9 The Immigration Bureau has six 
(4) 
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divisions; Genera1 Affairs Division， Entry Division， Status Division， 
Adjudication Division， Enforcement Division， and Registration Division 
(See Table 1). Under the Immigration Bureau there are 8 10cal im. 
Table 1 
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Table n 
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Table I 
ORGANIZATION OF IMMIGRATION DETENTION CENTER 
Director 
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[一一一 一一一- 7 
G… Enforcement Department Departrnent I 
Third Second First 
Division Division Division 
「ム「
Accountant GヒneralAffairs 
Division Division 
Clinic 
Office 
migration bureaus which administer the port stations. There are 101 
port stations in a11. Two immigration detention centers in Yokohama， 
Kanagawa-Prefecture， and Omura， Nagasaki -Prefecture， are functioning 
for the purpose of detaining aliens subject to a deportation order. In 
a 1oca1 immigration office there are some divisions-Genera1 Affairs 
Division， Status Division， Adjudication Division and Enforcement 
Division， etc. (See Table 1Iand ][). 
3. Admission Laws 
a. Procedure for Entering Japan 
(1) Requirements for Entering and Landing 
“Entry川 omeans to enter into the territory of Japan including the 
territoria1 waters， and “Landing" means literally to disembark from a 
ship or an aircraft. These two concepts have been defined from the 
geographical， historical， socioeconomic situations of ]apan. An officer 
of Immigration Bureau ever exp1ained: The reason that“entry" is 
defined separately in“the Order" from “landing" seems to be exp1ained 
1arge1y by the geographical， historica1 and socioeconomic situations of 
Japan. I1legal entrants from the Korean Peninsu1a (most of them 
arrive secretly by a small ship) have been encountered continuously 
(6) 
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for the past 30 years_11 When the Order was enacted their numbers 
were enormous_ 
To cope with such illegal entrants， the Order proc1aimed it illegal 
to enter the territory of ]apan without possessing a valid passport 
and tried as much as possible to screen them before they set their 
feet in ]apan_ 
However， such illegal entrants have been decreasing considerably， 
partly because the Republic of Korea has advanced its economy and 
partly because of the normalization of relations between ]apan and the 
Republic of Korea in 1965_ 
Be that as it may， the distinction of procedural requirement 
between “entry" and “landing" is that: The requirement for entering 
Japan is that an alien has a valid passport or crewman's pocket-ledger_ 
In order to get landing permission， an alien must have a status of 
residdnce，12 and must get an endorsement of the permission of landing 
by having his passport stamped by an immigration inspector.13 
A distinction between “entry" and “landing" is not exercised 
meaningfully， because it is usually impossible to check prior to landing 
whether the alien seeking entry has a valid passport or not. Thus， it
is said that， inmost cases， tomake a distinction between “entry" and 
“landing" is virtually without significance. So， 1 wi1 use the term 
“entry" hereinafter in the meaning of not merely entering the territory 
but also landing， as many others also use it. 
Detai1ed requirements for entering Japan are as follows: 
(a) possession of a passport and .valid visa to enter Japan， except 
in the case of a national of a country which does not require 
a visa for a Japanese seeking entry into it， and also except 
in the case of re-entry of an alien who has permission of 
re-entry into Japan.14 
(b) the statement of purpose of his entry in accordance with 
one's Status of Residence. 
(c) no sufficient reason for exc1uding the person from entering. 
There are some special c1asses of aliens who have no need to fulfi1 
(7) 
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the requirement， i.e.， incases of special landing permission; landing 
at the port of cal， landing in transit for sightseelng， landing in oder 
to transfer to another vessel， etc. In these cases an alien shall not be 
required to possess visa， and a status of residence.16 
(2) Visa and Prior Consultation for Visa 
Any alien (exc1uding crewmen) who seeks to land in Japan shall 
have a valid passport with a visa issued by the Japanese Consular 
Officer. 
However， a visa is not required， ifhe is of the nationality or 
citizenship of a country whose authorities do not require visa for the 
passport of a Japanese national， or if the passport of an alien contains 
the re-entry permit，17 or if the alien has in his possession a Refugee 
Travel Certificate.18 
The visa in itself naturally is not identical to a visa with permission 
to enter. 
When an alien arrives at a port， he must show that he is one of 
the categories of status of residence at the examination of an immig-
ration inspector. The immigration inspector shall， when he deems as 
a result of the examination that the alien has fulfi1led the conditions 
for landing， endorse the permission of landing by stamping on the 
passport.19 In the case of endorsement by stamping， the Immigration 
Inspector shall determine the status of residence and period of stay 
of the alien concerned and write it c1early in his passport. 
The visas issued by Japanese Consulate Offices abroad are c1assified 
into 6 categories， i.e.，“diplomats:，“officials"，“transit"，“tourists"， 
“trade" and “specialぺ Mostof the visas of diplomats， officials， transit， 
tourists and trade are issued by consulate offices abroad themselves. 
Visas in the category of “special"， e.g.， visas for long stay， labor， 
etc.， are often issued only after prior consultation of the Ministry of 
Justice and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
It is under the competence and discretion of the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs to issue a visa or not， aslong as his discretion does not deviate 
from treaties， established internationallaws or domestic laws. However， 
(8) 
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jurisdiction over entry and exit is under the authority of the. Minister 
of Justice. 1n practice， close consultations between Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and Ministry of Justice are often held in order to avoid 
significant diversity between the two ministries. 1n the following three 
types of visa applications the opi凶onof the Mnistry of Justice is 
heard by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
First is the case of the visa application which may fal under the 
status of residence， 4-1-620(student)， 4-1-7 (lecturer)， 4-1-12(distingu・
ished expert) and 4-1-13(skilled labor). 
These aliens are required to have a“Certificate of Eligibility for 
the Status of Residence" which certifies his fulfilling the requirements 
for the pertinent status of residence， together with a visa， atthe time 
of landing.21 This certificate is similar to a“Certificate of Eligibility" 
for stufents22 and exchange visitors23 and a“Petition" approved by 
the Attorney General for temporary worker in the United States.24 
A certificate of Eligibility for the status of residence is excIusively 
issued by the Minister of Justice in Japan. 1n these cases， visas are 
issued after the issuance of the “Certificate" by the Minister of 
Justice is confirmed. 
Second is the case of the visa application which may fal under 
the status of residence 4-1-16-3.25 Because this status is defined as 
the status permitted according to the discretion of the Minister of 
Justice， the issuance of a visa which falls under this status necessitates 
the approval of the Minister of Justice. 
Thus， except for the cases which he has approved categorically in 
advance， the opinion of the Ministry of Justice is heard prior to the 
issuance of such a visa. 
Third is the case of the visa applications which should， in the 
opinion of a consular officer， be examined more cIosely by the Ministry 
of Justice. Most cases of this category are related to alien who seeks 
to engage in entertainment or other showbusiness in Japan， etc. 1n 
such cases， the Ministry of Justice reviews the visa app1ications in 
detail and gets more information from sponsors or guarantors in 
(9) 
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necessary. 
(3) Visa Exemption 
Japanese Immigration-Control and Refugee-Recognition Act provides 
a waiver from visa requirement for nationals of certain countries， on 
the mutual basis. The passport of an alien need not be visaed by the 
Japanese Consular Officer， etc.， ifhe is of the nationality or citizenship 
of a country whose authorities do not require visa for the passport 
of a Japanese national.26 Japan has agreed to waive the visa require-
ment with 48 countries (Canada， New Zealand， Bangladesh， Pakistan， 
most of the Western European Countries and Latin America， but U. 
S. A.)， as of May 1， 1983. Generally the exemption agreement is 
applicable to the persons whose stay is not expected to exceed 30 days 
for New Zealand and 180 days for Switzerland， the U. K.， Mexico， 
Ireland， Austria and West Germany and who do not engage in a 
profession or occupation， orparticipate in any activity for remunerative 
purposes. These are the short staying aliens distinguished fron the 
aliens wi th business purpose. 
b. Status of Residence 
(1) General Considerations 
Aliens must have “status of residence" for staying in as well as 
for entering Japan unless they are exempted from this requirement. 
Aliens for whom this requirement is waived are United States service-
men， Koreans and Taiwanese who have lived in Japan since and prior 
to the end of the World War ][and their children born before April28， 
1952. The Act itself exempts certain aliens from obtaining “status of 
residence" such as the crew and certain passengers of ships. “Status 
of residence" means the status under which a given alien is authorized 
to conduct activities as a person belonging to such a classification 
while residing in Japan. Each “status of residence" generally determines 
its period of stay in accordence with the Ministry of Justice Ordinance 
under the Act.“Status of residence" and “period of stay" are generally 
decided together when receiving the landing permission or acquiring of 
“status of residence". 
(10) 
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The following tab1e shows “status of residence" under the provision 
of the Act. 
Table lV 
1) A diplomat or consular officer or a member of his suite; 
2) An alien who enters Japan on official business of a foreign government 
or international organization recognized by the Japanese Government ; 
3) (Deleted. In the Order， this Item was “An alien traveling in immediate 
transit".) 
4) An alien who seeks to stay in Japan for a short period with the 
following purposes: travel， rest and recuperation， engage in sports 
activities， visit relatives， go on inspection tours， participate in meet-
ings or short courses， attend business meetings， and other simi1ar 
purposes; (In the Order， this Item was“A touriぬstγ"ヘ.
5め) An alien who seeks to engage in such economic activities as foreign 
trade， business enterprises， or investments; 
6) An alien who seeks to pursue a specific branch of study or to receive 
education at an academic or educational institution in Japan; 
6)-2 An alien who is accepted by a public or private organization in 
Japan to acquire industrial technique or ski1; (This is 、attached.)
7) An alien who seeks to engage in guidance in scientific research or 
teaching at a specific research or educational institution in Japan; 
8) As alien who seeks to engage in artistic or academic activities as 
music， fine arts， literature， science， etc.; 
9) An alien who seeks to pursue or engage in theatrical performances， 
entertainment， musical performances， sports， or other show business 
in Japan; 
10) An alien who is dispatched to Japan by a foreign religious organiza-
tion to conduct religious activities; 
11) An alien who is dispatched to Japan as a representative of the press， 
broadcastings， motion picture， and other journalistic organizations; 
12) An alien who is invited by a public or private organization of Japan 
for the purpose of furnishing his advanced or special industrial 
technique or ski1; 
13) An alien who seeks solely to engage in ski1ed labor in Japan; 
14) An alien who seeks permanent1y to reside in Japan; 
15) The spouse and unmarried minor chi1d of any one of the persons 
coming under any of the Items from 5) to 13) inclusive; 
16) In addition to those specified in the preceding items， any alien who 
is specifically prescribed by the Ministry of Justice Ordinance. 
(2) Acquisition of Status of Residence 
The acqusition of status residence is needed when a person is born 
in Japan as a alien or when a person has renounced Japanese nationality. 
(11) 
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This procedure is required when a foreign national who has not gone 
through landing procedures and is to stay for more than 60 days， after 
the date of his renouncement of Japanese nationaIity， birth or other 
cause.27 
c. Provisional Landing 
The Supervising Immigration Inspector may， ifhe finds it speci司
fically necessary during the process of the procedures for landing， give 
permission for provisional landing to the Alien before completion of 
procedures.28 This provisional landing permit is given until the landing 
procedures are completed. That is to say， it is a permission until 
admission or exclusion is finally decided. This is because procedures 
for hearing by the speciaI inquiry officer and fiIing an objection with 
the Minister of Justice may often take a long time. 
When provisional Ianding is permitted， the supervising immigration 
inspector may subject the alien concerned to restrictions on place of 
residence and area of movement， obligation to appear at a summons， 
or other necessary conditions as provided for in the Ministry of Justice 
Ordinance. Furthermore， he may have him deposit a bond in Japanese 
currency not exceeding two million yen or equivalent currency in 
accordance with the provisions of the Ministry of Justice Ordinance. 
d. Special Cases of Landing 
An alien who is aboard a vessel， etc.， may get speciaI Ianding 
permit without possession of a visaed passport. Six categories of 
special landing permits are defined by the Act.29 The aliens eligible 
for these permits are those who move together with the ship or 
aircraft or who need to land in Japan because of an emergency， and 
refugees and their equivalents. Permission to enter in these cases is 
up to the discretion of the immigration inspector， and there is no 
appeal to set aside the decision of the Immigration Inspector. The six 
categories are as follows: 
(a) Permission of Port-of-Call Landing 
This permission is given， when an aIien aboard a ship or 
(12) 
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an aircraft desires to land and stay for not more than 72 
hours at an area in the neighborhood of the port of entry 
whi1e his ship or aircraft is in that port. 
(b) Permission of Landing in Transit for Sightseeing 
This permission is given， when an alien (exc1uding a 
crewman) aboard a ship desires to land at the port of entry 
and pass through ]apan for sightseeing so that he may return 
to his ship at another port of entry at which his scheduled 
to call. 
(c) Permission of Landing for Reshipping 
This permission is avai1able for the alien crewman who 
desires to pass through ]apan in order to reship on board 
another ship at another port of entry or in order to join a 
ship newly as a crewman. 
(d) Permission of Emergency Landing 
This permission is given when dicease or any other 
accident urgent1y requires the landing of an alien on board a 
ship or an aircraft for the purpose of his undergoing medical 
treatment， etc. 
(e) Permission of Landing on Account of Disaster at Sea 
In the case when the Immigration Inspector deems it 
urgently necessary， in the event of a ship's distress， for 
carrying out relief and protection of aliens on board that ship 
or for any other cause， he may give the aliens concerned 
permission to land on account of disaster at sea. 
(f) Landing Permission for Temporary Protection 
The Immigration Inspector may permit landing for tem-
porary protection to a person who has entered ]apan on the 
grounds as provided for in Artic1e 1， paragraph A-(2) of the 
Refugee Agreement and other corresponding reasons after 
fleeing from a territory which was feared to be harmful to 
the person's life， physical being， or physical liberty. 
(13) 
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e. Re-entry Permission 
The Minister of Justice may give re-entry permission to an alien 
staying in Japan. The re-entry permission is designed to facilitate the 
residing alien's return to Japan after a temporary absence from Japan. 
Re-entry permission shall be granted in case of an alien who see~s 
to depart temporarily from Japan prior to the date of expiration of 
his period of stay with intention to make re-entry into Japan.30 
Although a re-entry permit is not identical with leave to enter on 
his return to Japan， the permission is to act as a substitute for a visa. 
To issue a re-entry permit or not is under the discretion of the 
Minister of Justice. In practice， however， the re-entry permit for an 
alien residing legally except a short term visitor seems to be issued 
almost automaticaUy unless he is unable to hold a passport or unless 
he is under criminal investigation. The duration of validity of a re-
entry permit differs according to the balance of period of stay and 
the duration required for that trip. A re-entry permit is valid for a 
maximum of one-year. 
4. E玄clusionLaws 
a. Exclusion Grounds 
In Japan the classes of inadmissible aliens are clearly described 
in the provision of the Act as causes of exclusion.31 An immigration 
inspector may not decide to exclude an alien at his own discretion. 
Section 5 of the Act stipulates the classes of inadmissible aliens on 
medical grounds， criminal activities， economic disqualification， advocacy 
of subversive doctrines， etc. The grounds for exclusion are set forth 
in Section 5 of the Act. The statute lists 14 separate categories of 
aliens who are barred from entry as follows. 
Tab!e V 
1) Any invalid to whom the Epidemic Prevention Law (Law No. 360f 1897) 
or the Leprosy Prevention Law (Law No. 214 of 1953) is applicab!e; 
(4) 
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2) Any alien who is mentally defected as prescribed by the Mental 
Hygiene Law (Law No. 123 of 1950): 
3) Any alien who is destitute， isa vagrant， etc.， and is feared to become 
a charge on the Government or a local public office; 
4) Any alien who has been convicted of a violation of any law or 
regulation of Japan， or of any country other than Japan， and sen' 
tenced to penal servitude or imprisonment exceeding one year or to 
a penalty equivalent thereto; provided， however， that this shall not 
apply to any alien convicted of a political offense; 
5) Any alien wno has been convicted of a violation of any law or 
regulation of Japan or of any country other than Japan relating to 
control of narcotics， marijuana， opium or stimulants， and sentenced 
to a penalty; 
6) Any alien who unlawfully possesses any narcotics as provided for by 
the Narcotics Control Law (Law No. 14 of 1953)， or marijuana as 
provided for by the Marijuana Control Law (Law No. 1240f 1948)， 
or the poppy， opium， or poppy plant as provided for by the Opium 
Law (Law No. 71 of 1954)， or stimulants as provided for by the 
Stinulants Control Law (Law No. 252 of 1951)， or raw materials used 
for stmiulants， or any other paraphernalia used for smoking or 
eating opium; 
7) Any alien who engages or has angaged in prostitution， or procuring 
prostitutes for other persons or ~olicitation or furnishing a place for 
prostitution， or any other business direct1y connected with prostitu. 
tion; 
8) Any alien who unlawfully possesses firearms or swords， etc.， as 
established by the Order for ControJling the Possession of Firearms 
and Swords， Etc. (Cabinet Order No. 344 of 1950) or explosives as 
、establishedby the Explosives Control Law (Law No. 149 of 1950); 
9) Any alien who has been denied landing for coming under the provision 
of either Item 6) or the preceding item and one year has not yet 
elapsed from the date of his denial， or any alien who has been 
deported from Japan for coming under any one of the items of 
Article 24 (excJuding Items 4)， Sub.items (a) to (i) inclusive) and one 
year has not elapsed from the date of his deportation; 
10) Any alien who has been deported from Japan for being applicable 
to any one of Article 24， Item 4， Sub.items (a) to (i) incJusive; 
11) Any alien who attempts or advocates the overthrow of the Constitu. 
tion of Japan or the Government formed thereunder by means of 
force or violence， or who organizes or is a member of a political 
party or any other organization which attempts or advocates the same; 
12) Any alien who organizes or conspires to organize， or is a member 
of or is cJosely affi1iated with any of the following political parties 
or organizations: 
a. Any political party or organization that encourages the unlawful 
(15) 
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assaulting， killing， or injuring of officials of the Government or 
local public offices because of their being in the national pubilc 
servlce; 
b. Any political party or organization that encourages the unlawful 
damage or destruction of public insta11ations or facilities; 
c. Auy political party or organization that encourages an act of 
dispute， such as to stop or prevent the normal maintenance or 
operation of security equipment of a plant or place of work. 
13) Any alien who attempts to prepare， distribute， or display printed 
matters， motion pictures， or any other documents or drawings 
designed for the achievement of purposes of any political party or 
organization prescribed for in Item (1) or the preceding item; 
14) Any alien other than any of those coming under the preceding 
items whom the Minister of Justice has sufficient reason to believe 
may commit an act which could be detrimental to the interests or 
public security of Japan. 
b. Procedure for Exclusion 
(1) Examination by the Immigration Inspector 
An alien who seeks to land in ]apan shall apply for landing to an 
Immigration Inspector at the port of entry32 where he seeks to land 
and undergo an examinetion for landing in accordance wi th the procedures 
provided for by the Ministry of ]ustice Ordinance. When an appli. 
cation is made， the Immigration Inspector shall conduct an examination 
of the said alien as to whether or not he fulfi1ls the conditions for 
landing in ]apan.3 
The alien subjected to the examination shall establish the fact that 
he meet the landing requirement. 
The Immigration Inspector shall ， incase he deems as a result of 
the examination that the alien has fulfi1led the conditions for landing， 
endorse the permission of landing by stamping on the passport.34 
Except in the case wherein the stamp of endorsement is affixed for 
the permission of landing， the immigration inspector shall transfer the 
alien to a special inquiry officer for a hearing. 
(2) Hearing by the Special Inquiry Officer 
The Special Inquiry Officer shall prompt1y conduct a hearing of 
the alien who has been referred to him.3 5 The alien or his repre・
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sentative may examine the withness appearing upon his request. The 
alien may have the attendance of the relative or friend with the 
permission of the special inquiry officer. The inquiry officer may， ex 
officio or upon request of the alien， order the presence of witnesses 
to take oath and testify. If the special inquiry officer has found， asa 
result of the hearing， that the alien is in conformity with the con-
ditions for landing， he shall forthwith stamp the endorsement of the 
permission of landing on the passport of the alien. If the special 
inquiry officer has found， as a result of the hearing， that the alien is 
not in conformity with the conditions for landing， he shall forthwith 
inform the alien to that effect， and setting forth the reason therefor 
he shall inform him of his right to file an objection to the Minister 
of ]ustice within three days. 
In the case in which the alien concerned， upon receipt of the 
notice that he is not in conformity with the conditions for landing， 
has submitted to the finding， the special inquiry officer shall order 
him to be deported from ]apan after he has signed a statement that 
he will not file an objection to the Minister of ]ustice. 
(3) Filing Objection to the Minister of ]ustice 
If the alien who has received the notice that he is not in con-
formity with the conditions for landing， has an objection to the find-
ing， he may， within three days from receipt of the notice， submit a 
document with a statement of his complaint to the Minister of ]ustice 
through the Supervising Immigration Inspector. 36 
The Supervising Immigration Inspector shall， ifthe objection has 
been filed， present to the Minister of ]ustice the record of the hearing 
and other pertinent documents. 
When the Minister of ]ustice has received an objection， he shall 
make a decision on whether or not the objection is well-grounded， and 
inform the Supervising Immigration Inspector of such decision. 
The Supervising Immigration Inspector shall， ifhe has received 
from the Minister of ]ustice a notice of the decision to the effect 
that the objection is well-grounded， immediately stamp the endorsement 
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of permission to land on the passport of the alien concerned. On the 
contrary， if the Inspector has received a notice that the objection is 
not well-grounded， he shall inform the alien to that effect immediately 
and order him to leave Japan. 
c. Waiver of Inadmissibi1ity 
The decision of the Minister of Justice is discretionary. Con-
sequent1y in making the decision， he may， even if he finds that the 
objection fi!ed is not wel1-grounded， give special permission for landing 
to such aien if the alien concerned comes under any one of the follow-
ing items:3 7 
1) In case the alien has received permission of re-entry. 
2) In case the alien has received permission for permanent residence. 
3) If the Minister of Justice finds that there exists circumstances 
which warrents the granting of specisl p巴rmissionfor landing. 
This procedure may be compared with the exercise of an additional 
discretionary authority of the Attorney General known as parole.38 
5. Voluntary Departure 
Voluntary departure of aliens is generally free. As far as the 
procedure is concerned， an alien who desires to depart from Iapan 
with the intention to proceed to an area outside Iapan shall undergo 
confirmation of departure by the Immigration Inspector at the port at 
which he departs from Japan.39 Any alien above mentioned shal1 not 
depart from ]apan unless he has received confirmation of departure. 
However， there are some aliens whose confirmation of departure 
may be deferred.4 0 When a notification has been received from other 
agencies that the alien fal1s under any one of the following items， the 
Immigration Inspector may defer confirmation of departure. Deferment 
of contirmation of departure should be limited to twenty four hours 
after the application for confirmation has been made by the alien who 
desires to depart from ]apan with the intention to proceed to an area 
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outside of Japan. 
1) A person who is subject to legal action for a crime involving 
death or life sentence， penal servitude for three years or more， or 
imprisonment; or a person against whom a warrant of arrest， a warrant 
custody， a warrant of detention， or a warrant of legal consultation 
detention has been issued. 
2) A person who has been sentenced to imprisonment or a heavier 
penalty and has not been placed on probation， and who must complete 
the sentence or must wait until freed from the execution of the 
sentence. 
3) A person against whom a warrant for provisional confinement 
or a confinement permit has been issued as provided for in the 
Surrender of a Fugitive from Justice Law (Law No. 68 of 1953). 
6. Laws of Sojourn 
a. General Considerations 
An alien residing in Japan shall， except in the case where he has 
been gi ven permission to make a provisional landing，4 1 reside in the 
status of residence of certain category as determined by ，the landing 
permit， by the status acquired by the alien， or by any changes thereof， 
respectively.42 Matters pertaining to the status of residence have 
been mentioned before in the chapter on admission laws. The number 
of aliens c1assified with status of residence may be seen in table No. 
lV. 
However， there are some groups of aliens who reside in Japan 
without going through the procedure of admission provided in the Act. 
The aliens of these groups far outnumber those who entered with 
permission for landing by an Immigration Inspector according to the 
stipulations of the Act. 
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b. Aliens exempted from the Admission Procedure 
(1) Koreans and Taiwanese 
The first category of these aliens are Koreans and Taiwanese who 
came to Japan before the end of World War ][and their chi1dren born 
prior to the date that the San Francisco Peace Treaty came into forc巴
(Apri1 28， 1952). These people hase been authorized to stay in Japan 
as de facto permanent residents without '~status of residence" under 
the “Act by the Provisions of the Law Concerning the Effect of 
Ordinances Issued in Consequence of， the Acceptance of the Potsdam 
Dec1aration" (Law No. 126 of 1952). 
It was decided that the nationals of the Republic of Korea would be 
conferred with permanent residence status upon their application in 
accordance wi th “Special Immigration Law for Enforcement of the 
Agreement on the Legal Status and Treatment of the Nationals of the 
Republic of Korea Residing in Japan Between Japan and the Republic 
of Korea" (Law No. 146 of 1965)， hereinafter this is called the “Special 
Immigration Lawぺ Thispermanent residence differs from the per-
manent residence under the Act. The most distinct difference is the 
case of deportation. Korean nationals with permanent residence status 
under the Special Immigration Law are far more stable in this aspect 
than the permanent resident under the Act. For Example， the per-
manent resident under the Act may be deported if he is sentenced 
with imprisonment exceeding one year，43 whi1e Korean nationals hold-
ing permanent residence status under the Special Immigration Law are 
not liable for deportation unless they are sentenced to imprisonment 
for seven years. 
Nevertheless， Taiwanese and the nationals of the People's Democratic 
Republic of Korea do not come under the application of the Special 
Immigration Law. 
The special cases for permission of permanent residence for 
Taiwanese and nationals of the People's Democratic Republic of Korea 
are stipulated in the Immigration-Control and Refugee-Recognition Act 
of 1981.44 
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Section 7 of the Supplement Provisions of the Act defines that 
the Minister of Justice shall give permission to the application for 
acquirement of permanent residence status， ifone of the following 
items is applicable to him: 
1) A person who has continuously resided in Japan from the 
effectuation of the Peace Treaty with Japan until the time of 
application. 
2) A person who has continuously resided in Japan after being 
born in Japan as a lineal descendant of a person above mentioned， 
during the period from the effectuation of the Peace Treaty 
with Japan until the last day of the application period.45 
(2) United States Servicemen 
The second category of the aliens exempted from the admission 
procedure under the Act are the United States Servicemen. Pursuant 
to the “Agreement under Article v1 of the Treaty of Mutual Coope-
ration and Security Between Japan and the United States， regarding 
Facilities and Areas and the Status of the United States Armed Forces 
in Japan"， members of the United States armed forces are exempted 
from Japanese passport and visa laws and regluations. Also the civilian 
component and their dependents are exempted from Japanese laws and 
regulations on the registration and control of Aliens， although this 
does not mean to give permanent residence to them. 
(3) Other Special Classes 
The third category of the aliens are the entrants who are accorded 
special privileges and procedures in crossing the border， recognizing by 
customary international law， treaties and practices. They are persons 
with diplomatic or quasi-diplomatic status. Their residence status in 
Japan is defined under the Act. However; if the Government desires 
to refuse their entry or to expel them， the procedures to do so should 
be in accord with the international law concerning them. It is a matter 
of course. These aliens are also exempted from the duty of alien 
registra tion. 
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c. Activities of Residing Aliens 
(1) General Considerations 
The aliens ex巴mptedfrom admission procedures of the Act amount 
to about 90 percent of al residing aliens in Japan. The long-term 
residing aliens of the above mentioned aliens， for instance， permanent 
residents under “the Special Immigration Law for Enforcement of the 
Agreement on the Legal Status and Treatment of the Nationals of the 
Republic of Korea residing in Japan Between Japan and Republic of 
Korea;"46 and also the aliens under the Law No. 126 (see note 44)， (the 
children whose Korean or Taiwanese parent has been living in Japan 
since before the end of W. W. 1[， etc.); and also permanent residents 
under the Act， are not limited in their economic activities. 
On the other hand， the residing aliens who entered Japan with the 
permission for landing or who got the status of residence during their 
stay in Japan， are restricted in their activities within the scope and 
term decided in accordance with given status of resid巴nce.47 They 
cannot do other activi ties beyond the scope and term decided. Any 
one engaging in an activity other than that permitted under his status 
wi thout obtaining permission may be subject to penal ty under the Act. 48 
(2) Permission to Engage in an Activity over his Status of 
Residence 
Any alien residing in Japan in the status of residence as determined 
by the landing permit shall， incase he desires to engage in an activity 
other than that which he is to conduct under the status of residence， 
obtain prior permission from the Minister of Justice in accordance 
with the procedures prescribed by the Ministry of Justice Ordinance. 
For example， when a student (status 4-1-6) wishes to engage in a long 
term part-time job， or when a spouse of a trader (status 4-1-15) 
desires to work， this permission should be obtained in advance. 
(3) Change of Status of Residence 
An alien who has status of residence may have his status of 
residence changed， including the period of stay thereon.4 9
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Any alien desiring to have his status of residence changed shaJ1 
apply to the Minister of Justice in accordance with the procedures as 
prescribed by the Ministry of Justice Ordinance. An alien who seeks 
to change his status of residence to the status of permanent resident 
shaJ1 apply to the Minister of Justice in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act that defined some special procedures.50 
When the application has been submitted， the Minister of Justice 
may give permission only when he finds that there are reasonable 
grounds to accept the change of status of residence. Any alien hold-
ing one type of status of residence is eligible for permission to change 
their status of residence. But when an alien holding the status of 
residence for a short-term stay submits an application， permission 
shaJ1 not be granted unless there arises special unavoidable circum-
stances. 
Changes of Status of residence wi1 be granted in such cases， for 
example， as when a student finishes his studies and want to be em-
ployed， etc. 
(4) Renewal of Period of Stay 
Any alien staying in Japan may have his period of stay renewed.51 
An alien who desires to renew his period of stay shaJ1 apply to the 
Minister of Justice for renewa1. The Minister of Justice may give 
permission only when there are reasonable grounds to accept the renewal 
of the period of stay. 
(5) Permanent Residence 
There is status of residence caJ1ed “permanent residence" which is 
a requirement for landing. In practice“permanent residence" for 
permission for landing has never been granted. Many aliens， however， 
have got status of permanent residence after staying in Japan for a 
rather long time. The criteria， which are subject to the aiscretion of 
the Minister of Justice in application for permanent residence， are 
also generaJ1y strict. 
Any alien who seeks to change his status of residence to permanent 
residence shaJ1 aply to the Minister of Justice for permission.52 When 
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the application has been submitted， the Minister of Justice may grant 
permission only when he deems that the alien's stay will be in accord 
with the interests of Japan and that the alien conforms to the fo 
llowing Items. 
1) That the alien's behavior and conduct is good. 
2) That the alien owns property or has sufficient ability to m比e
an independent livelihood. 
d. Alien Registration 
The Alien Registration Law (Law No. 125 of 1952) orders al 
aliens who wish to stay in ]apan for more than ninety days to apply 
for registration at the office of the city， ward， town or vi1age where 
they live.53 Aliens older than sixteen years must apply by themselves 
with photographs. At the time when the registration applied for， the 
registration certificate is issued and the certificate thus issued must 
be on their person.5 4 
The Immigration Control Act defined that al aliens residing in 
]apan shall carry the passport with him at al times.55 
However， this shall not be applied if the alien carries a registra-
tion certificate. Thus， the alien who has both passport and registration 
certificate needs carry only his registration certificate. And there are 
many aliens who have no passport， for instance， the nationals of the 
People's Democratic Republic of Korea living in ]apan since before 
the end of World War n， etc. In their cases， the registration certi-
ficate is the sole document officially issued for their identification in 
Japan. 
The registration should be repeated every five years after the 
alien has first applied for it.56 And they must report within 14 days 
certain changes concerning the contents of registration such as address， 
family situation， and residence status.57 Failure to comply with the 
provisions of “Alien Registration Law" is a criminal offence punishable 
with penal servitude or imprisonment not exceeding one year， or a 
fine not exceeding 200， 000 yen.5 8 
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7. Deportation 
a. Deportation Ground目
Any alien may be deported， ifhe falls under any of the following 
Items.59 
(1) Any person who has landed in ]apan without possessing passport 
or crewman's pocket 1edger. 
(2) Any person who has 1anded in ]apan without obtaining 1eave to 
enter. 
(3) Any person who has 1anded in ]apan without obtaining permission 
for landing at port of cal1. 
(4) Any alien in ]apan who comes under any one of the following 
sub-items: 
(a) Any person who is found to be engaged in an activity different 
from that mentioned in his passport or residence status 
certificate without having his status of residence changed; 
(b) Any person who stays over the period of stay mentioned in 
his passport or residence status certificate; 
(c)， (d)， (e)， De1eted. (In the Order.， these were“invalid";“menta1 
decease";“pauper， vagrant， handicaped person".) 
(f) Any person who has been sentenced to imprisonment without 
forced 1abor or a heavier pena1ty for vio1ation of the provision 
of 1aws and ordinances re1ating to the registration of aliens 
other than a person who has been sentenced gui1ty with the 
suspension of execution of sentence; 
(g) Any person who is defined as a juveni1e by the ]uvenile Law 
(Law No. 168 of 1948) and who has been sentenced to im-
prisonment with or without forced 1abor for a maximam 
period exceeding three years;60 
(h) Any person who has been convicted for violation of the 
provision of Narcotic Control Law， Marijuana Control Law， 
Opium Law or Chapter XIV (offenses on opium) of the Penal 
Code (Law No. 45 of 1907) ; 
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(i) Excepting those under Sub-items (f) to (h) inclusive， any 
person who has been convicted with penal servitude or im-
prisonment for life or for a period exceeding one year. 
However， this shall not apply to those sentenced guilty with 
suspension of execution of the sentence; 
(j) Any person who has engaged in prostitution or procuring 
prostitutes for others， solicitation， furnishing of the place 
for prostitution， or any other business directly connected 
with prostitution; 
(k) Any person who has instigated， or aided the illegal entry or 
illegal landing of an alien into ]apan; 
(1) Any person who attempts or advocates the overthrow of the 
Constitution of ]apan or the Government formed thereunder 
by means of force or violence， or who has organized， or is a 
member of， a political party or organization which attemps 
or advocates the same; 
(m) Any person who organizes， or is a member of， or is closely 
associated or affi1iated with any of the political parties and 
other organizations specified below: 
1) Any political party or organization that encourages acts 
of violence or assaulting， ki1ing， or injuring officials of 
the Government or local public offices because of their 
being in the national public service; 
2) Any political party or organization that encourages the 
unlawful damage or destruction of public installations or 
facili ties ; 
3) Any political party or organization that encourages an 
act of dispute， such as， to stop or prevent the normal 
maintenance or operation of security equipment of a plant 
or a place of work. 
(n) Any person who has prepared， distributed or displayed printed 
matter， motion pictures， or any other documents or drawings 
to attain the objectives of the political party or organization 
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as provided for in Sub.item (1) or Sub.item (m); 
(0) Any person other than any of those coming under Sub.items 
(a) to (n) inclusive， whom the Minister of ]ustice finds has 
committed acts detrimental to the interests or security of 
]apan; 
(5) Any person who violates the conditions attached to his permission 
for provisional landing， or who ignores a summons without justi. 
fiable grounds ; 
(6) Any person given the permission of landing who stays in ]apan 
over the period mentioned in his passport or permit， etc. 
b. Deportation Procedures 
There are four steps in the Deportation procedures， i. e.， investi-
gation of violation by the immigration control officer， examination by 
the immigration inspector， hearing by the special inquiry officer， and 
appeal to the Minister of ]ustice. 
(1) Investigation by the Immigration Control Officer 
In case there is an alien whom the immigration control officer 
believes comes under any one of the deportation grounds， the officer 
may conduct an investigation of any violation by the alien (hereinafter 
referred to as“suspect").61 The Immigration Control Officer may 
request the appearance of the suspect and a witness for questioning.62 
In case it is necessary in conducting investigation of violations， he 
may visit the necessary places， conduct a search， or make a seizure 
with permission of the ]udge of the District Court or Summary Court 
having jurisdiction.63 If he has sufficient reason to suspect that any 
of the deportation grounds is applicable in his case， he may detain the 
suspect under a written detention order.64 If the Immigration Control 
Officer has detained a suspect， he shall deliver the suspect to the 
Immigration Inspector together with the protocol and evidence within 
forty-eight hours from the time he places the suspect under physical 
restraint.65 
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(2) Examination by the Immigration Inspector 
When a suspect is delivered to the Immigration Inspector， he shal1 
promptly review whether any deportation grounds are applicable to the 
suspect.6 In this examination， the burden of proof is delivered in two 
ways; in the case where the suspect is held to be an illegal entrant， 
the proof that he is held to be an illegal entrant must be established 
by the alien concerned; on the other hand， when the suspect fal1s under 
other deportable categories， the burden of proof rests on the autho-
rities.67 
When the Immigration Inspector finds， asa result of the examina-
tion， that the suspect does not fal1 under any deportable category， he 
must release the alien concerned. 
When he finds that the suspect fal1s under one of the deportation 
categories， he shal1 immediately notify the Supervising Immigration 
Inspector and the alien concerned to that effect in writing together 
with the statement of the grounds for his findings.68 If the Immigra-
tion Inspector submits a notification that the suspect fal1s under one 
of the deprotation categories， he shal1 notify the suspect of the right 
to request a hearing by the Special Inquiry Officer. If the suspect 
admits the findings of the Immigration Inspector and renounces his 
right to have a hearing， the Supervising Immigration Inspector must 
issue a written deportation order without delay. 
(3) Hearing by the Special Inquiry Officer 
The suspect who has received the notification that he is subject 
to deportation from any specific grounds， may oral1y request the special 
Inquiry Officer for a hearing within three days from the date of the 
notification.69 
The Special Inquiry Officer notifies the suspect of the time and 
place of hearing. If the Special Inquiry Officer finds that the findings 
of the deportabi1ity of the suspect is not supported by facts， he shal1 
immediately release the person concerned. When the Special Inquiry 
Officer finds that there is no error in the findings by the Immigration 
Inspector， he shal1 immediately notify the Supervising Immigration 
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Inspector and the suspect to that effect， and at the same time notify 
the suspect of his right to file an objection with the Minister of 
]ustice within three days from the date of receipt of the notification.70 
In the course of a hearing， the alien and his representative may 
produce evidence and cross examine witnesses. 
When the Specia1 Inquiry Officer finds that the findings of the 
Immigration Inspector are contrary to the facts， he must re1ease the 
alien concerned immediate1y. If the suspect admits the findings of the 
Specia1 Inquiry Officer and renounces his right to appea1， the Super-
vising Immigration Inspector must issue a deportation order. 
(4) Fi1ing Objection to Minister of ]ustice 
When the objection has been filed， the Supervising Immigration 
Inspector shall submit to the Minister of ]ustice the protoco1 of the 
review by the Immigration Inspector and the protoco1 of the hearing 
by the Specia1 Inquiry Officer. 71 When the Minister of ]ustice receives 
the suspect's objection fi!ed， he shall decide whether the objectiori is 
well grounded or not， and notify the Supevising Immigration Inspector 
of his decision. The Supervising Immigration Inspector shall， upon 
receit of the notification from the Minister of ]ustice that the objection 
is well grounded， immediate1y re1ease the suspect. On the contrary， 
upon receipt of the notification that the objection is ground1ess， the 
Supervising Immigration Inspector must notify the suspect to that 
effect and issue a written deportation order. The Minister of ]ustice 
may， even if he finds that the objection fi1ed is ground1ess， give the 
suspect specia1 permission to stay in ]apan if he comes under any one 
of the following Items:72 
1) If he has obtained permission for permanent residence. 
2) If he has had in the past a permanent domici1e in ]apan as a 
]apanese Nationa1; 
3) In other cases where the Minister of ]ustice finds grounds for 
giving specia1 permission of stay. 
(5) Detention 
When the Immigration Contro1 Officer has sufficient reason to 
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suspect that the alien concerned falls under one of the c1asses of 
deportab1e aliens， he may detain the suspect under the wri tten deten-
tion order. 7 3 This order is issued by the Supervising Immigration 
Inspector on the request of the Immigration Contro1 Officer. The 
duration of detention under this order is limited to 30 days， and the 
Immigration Contro1 Officer must finish the entire process of deporta-
tion within this time. If the Supervising Immigration Inspector finds 
that there are unavoidab1e circumstances， he may extend such duration 
for another 30 days.7 4 
In a case where an Immigration Contro1 Officer finds that there 
is sufficient reason to believe that an alien apparently falling under 
one of the deportable categories is feared to flee before the detention 
order is issued， he may detain such an alien without an order.75 
When the Immigration Control Officer detains a suspect， he must 
deliver the suspect to the Immigration Inspector together with the 
records kept by him wi thin 48 hours from the time he places the 
suspect under physical restraint. 76 
(6) Execution of the Deportation Order 
The deportation order is executed by the Immigration Control 
Officer.7 Any person subject to deportation shall be deported to the 
country of which he is a national or citizen，78 If deportation to the 
country above mentioned cannot be effected， the person shall be 
deported to any of the following countries according to his desire: 
1) The country in which he had been residing just prior to his 
entry into ]apan; 
2) The country in which he has resided once before his entry into 
]apan; 
3) The country to which belongs the port at which the person 
borded a vessel， etc.， for ]apan; 
4) The country where his place of birth is located; 
5) The country to which his birthplace had belonged at the time 
of his birth; 
6) Any country other than those mentioned in the preceding 
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Items_ 
Unless the Minister of Justice finds it considerably detrimental to 
the interest and security of Japan， the country above mentioned shal1 
not include the territories of countries stipulated in artic1e 33， para-
graph 1 of the Agreement on the Status of Refugee_ 
8_ The Revised Points 
Although the Immigration Control Order had not hardly been 
revised for 30 years， there have been three major attempts of the 
legislative proposals to revise the Order since 1981. Since international 
movement of people has tremendously increased， and the facilities for 
the movement has changed from sea-vessels to airplane， the Order had 
to be revised to be in line with recent circumstances_ This was the 
first attempt of the legislative proposals of 1981. 
The second attempt was for stabilizing the status of residence of 
such long term residents as Koreans or Taiwanese in Japan_ 
Thirdly， the Order had to be revised to stipulate the procedure for 
refugee recognition， issuing of refugee travel certificate， etc. 
a. Revisions to bring the Law into line with Recent circumstances 
(1) Status of Residence 
(a) A category of short term stay is stipulated.79 This 
inc1uds alien who seeks to stay for the following purposes: 
travel， rest and recuperation， engage in sports activities， 
visit relatives， go on inspection tours， participate in 
meeting or short courses， attend business meetings， and 
other simi1ar purposes. On the other hand， the categories 
of an alien travelling in immediate transit and a tourist 
provided in the old Order were deleted. 
(b) A category of status of residence has been set up for 
an alien who is accepted by a public or a private organi-
zation in Japan to acquire industrial technique or ski1. 80 
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(2) Adjustment of the System of Specia1 Cases for Landing 
Article 15， paragraph 1 of the Order stipu1ated that in case of an 
alienB1 (excluding a crewmen) aboard a vesse1 who desires temporarily 
to 1and at a port of entry and departur巴 andpass through ]apan for 
sightseeing so that he may return to his vesse1 at another port of 
entry and departure at which the vesse1 is schedu1ed to cal， the 
Immigration Inspector may give him permission to 1and in transit for 
sightseeing， upon app1ication of the master of the vesse1 or the carrier 
who operates the vessel. 
However， passengers of airp1anes have not been included in this 
stipu1ation. Therefore， the new Act has changed paragraph 2 of 
Article 15. The new paragraph 2 says that“the Immigration Inspector 
may give an alien (excluding crewmen) permission to 1and in transit 
upon application of the captain of the vesse1， etc.， or the carrier who 
operates the vess巴1，etc.， ifhe is aboard the vesse1 and is to proceed 
via ]apan to an area outside of ]apan， ifhe desires to 1and and stay 
for not more than three days; he may go from the area in the neigh-
borhood of the port of entry or departure to another port of entry or 
departure at which he will depart on another vesse1， etc." 
(3) Adjustment of the System of the Change of Resident Status 
Article 20 paragraph 1 of the Order stipu1ated that any alien 
having the status of residence as a businessman， student， teacher， 
artist， religious man， journalist， engineer and the family of any of the 
categories above-mentioned， etc.， may have his status of residence 
changed. 
The new Act removed such limitation， as the Order provided， so 
that al aliens can app1y for a change of his resident status. 
(4) Adjustment of the System of Permission for Re-entry 
Under the Order any resident alien cou1d on1y get permission for 
one departure and return. The new Act provided that The Minister 
of ]ustice may permit frequent entries of an aJien staying in ]apan. 
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b. Stabilizing the Status of . Residence of Long Term Residents 
Taiwanese and nationals of the People's Democratic Republic of 
Korea did not come under the application of the Special Immigration 
Law. They have been authorized to stay in Japan as de fact permanent 
residents without status of residence. The new Act defined that they 
can get the status of permanent residence. 
c. Amendments for Refugees 
(1) Temporary Protection 
The new Act set up some provisions for refugees and displaced 
persons. One of them. provides for the landing permission for tem-
porary protection82 of a person who has entered Japan on the grounds 
as provided for in Artic1e 1， paragraph A-(2) of the Refugee Agreement 
and other corresponding reasons after f1eeing from a territory which 
was feared to be harmful to the person's life， physical being， or physical 
liberty. The said refugee or displaced person can apply to acqire status 
of residence of a person coming under any one of the Items in Artic1e 
4， Paragraph 1. 
(2) Non Refoulement 
The Minister of Justice shall not deport a refugee or displaced 
person to the countries stipulated in the Refugee Agreement， Artic1e 
33， Paragraph 1. 83 
(3) Recogni tion of Refugees 
The Minister of Justice may recognise a person as a refugee based 
on the data furnished.84 The person must show his c1aim to be a 
refugee who falls under Artic1e 1 of the Refugee Agreement. When 
the recognition has been made， the Minister of Justice shall issue and 
deliver a refugee recognition certificate to the alien concerned， and if 
i t isnot approved， th巴 alienshall be notified in writing with reasons 
attached.85 
(4) Refugee Travel Certificate 
If an alien in Japan who has been recognized as a refugee seeks to 
(3) 
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depart from ]apan， the Minister of ]ustice shall issue and deliver a 
refugee travel certificate.86 The term of validity of the certificate 
shall be one year. A person who has been issued the refugee traveI 
certificate may enter and depart from Tapan within the term of validity. 
9. Conclusion 
The immigration Iaws and practice in ]apan before the end of the 
World War n were at the mercy of the autocratic government. After 
the World War n， and even now， such Iaw were criticized by many 
persons both the ]apanese and foreigners， as being too strict. 
However， recently， specially in 1980's， the ]apanese law and practice 
of immigration are going forward steadiIy. 
(34) 
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Appendix 
OUTLINE OF IMMIGRATION SERVICES 
巨翌日
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?
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?
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NOTES 
1. See YOSHIO HAGINO， THE RIGHTS OF ALIENS，Kyoiku-sha Publish-
ing Company， Tokyo， 1979， and HAGINO， A STUDY OF FUNDAMENTAL 
HUMAN RIGHTS: Judicial Status of Aliens under Japanese Constitutional 
Law， Horitsu bunka-sha Publishing Company， Kyoto， 1980. 
2. Imperial Order No. 207 of 1947. 
3. Memorandum for: Imperial Japanese Government， Through: Central 
Liaison Office， Subject: Entry and Registration of Non-Japanese Nationals 
in Japan， AG 053 (2 Apr 46) GA， (SCAPIN-852). 
4. Cabinet Order No. 319 of 1951. This Order had been granted effect 
as well as a law by Law No. 126 of 1952. Herein after this Order will 
be called the Order. 
5. Law No. 125 of 1952. 
6. Executive Order No. 295 of 1950. 
7. Ordinance of Ministry of Foreign Affairs No. 18 of 1951. 
8. See HAGINO， On the Amendments of the Immigration Law in Japan， 
]urists No. 746， July 15， 1981. 
The Immigration Control Order of 1951 has been amended to the 
Immigration-Control and Refugee-Recognition Act， Law Nos. 85 and 86 
of 1981. Hereinafter the Immigration-Control and Refugee-Recognition 
Act wi1l be refered to“the Act" of 1981. 
9. Ministry of Justice Establishment Law， Law No. 193 of 1947， as 
amended. 
10. Art. 3 of the Act. of 1981. 
1. Susumu Yamagami， A Guide to Immigration Laws of Japan， Trans-
national Immigration Law Reporter， July 1979. 
12. Art. 4 of the Act. 
13. Art. 9 of the Act. 
14. Art. 6 of the Act. 
15. Arts. 3 and 4 of the Act. 
16. Arts. 14-18.2 of the Act. 
17. Art. 26 of the Act. 
18. Art. 61. 2. 6 of the Act. 
19. Art. 9， Paragraph 1 of the Act. 
20. 4-1-6 is a symbol of category of status of regidence， and so forth. 
(36) 
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21. Art. 7， Para. 2 of the Act. 
2. g101 (a) (15) (F)， Form 1-20， ofAmerican Immigration and Nationality 
Act of ]une， 1952; 66 Stat. 163; 8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq. 
23. 9101 (a) (15) (J)， ibid. 
24. g101 (a) (15) (H)， ibid. 
25. For example: fami1y of a permanent resident teacher of foreign 
Ianguage， etc. 
26. Art. 6， of the Act. 
27. Art. 22.2， Para. 1 of the Act. 
28. Art. 13 of the Act. 
29. Arts. 14-18.2 of the Act. 
30. Art. 26 of the Act. 
31. Art. 5 of the Act. 
32. Port of entry is designated for the Aliens who enter into and departure 
from Japan by Ministry of Justice Ordinance. 
3. Art. 7 of the Act. 
34. Art. 9 of the Act. 
35. Art. 10 of the Act. 
36. Art. 11 of the Act. 
37. Art. 12 of the Act. 
38. Section 212 (d) (5)， Immigration and Nationaltiy Act of 1952 of the 
United States， 8 U.S.C. 1182 (d) (5). 
39. Art. 25 of the Act. 
40. Art. 25. 2 of the Act. 
41. Arts. 13-18 of the Act. 
42. Art. 19 of the Act. 
43. Art. 24 of the Act. 
44. Section 7 of Sapplement Provisions of the Act of 1981. This provision 
has the purpose to make stable the status of many Koreans and Taiwanese 
in ]apan who could not enjoyed stable status under the “Special Immigra-
tion Law" for the Koreans. Korans and Taiwanese in ]apan has been 
dealt with as aliens who could sojourn without “status of residence" 
under the Immigration Control Order of 1951. The law that defined 
the matter above mentioned， isthe “Law concerning the Measures of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Order in Conformity with the Orders 
to be issued in Consequence of the Acceptance of the Potsdam Dec1ara-
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tion" (Law No. 126 od 1952). So that， most of Koreans and Taiwanese 
has been called “the alien under the Law No. 126." 
45. Also， there are some artic1es for relief of the descendants of the 
person above mentioned， i. e.， Sections 8-10 of Supplement Provision of 
Act 1981. 
46. Hereinafter this Law wil1 be refered to the Special Immigration Law. 
47. Art. 19 of the Act. 
48. Art. 73 stipulated that any person who has fai1ed to obtain permission 
in violation of the provision of Artic1e 19， Paragraph 2， shall be punished 
with penal servitude or imprisonment not exceeding six months or a 
fine not exceeding two hundred thousand yen. 
49. Art. 20 of the Act. 
50. Art. 22 of the Act. 
51. Art. 21 of the Act. 
52. Art. 22 of the Act. 
53. Art. 3 of the Alien Registration Law， No. 125 of 1952. 
54. Arts. 5， 13 of the Alien Registration Law. 
5. Art. 23 of the Act. 
56. Art. 11 of the Alien Registration Law. 
57. Arts. 8， 9 of the Alien Registration Law. 
58. Art. 18 of the Alien Registration Law. 
59. Art. 24 of the Act. 
60. 10 years according to the Juvini1e Law， Law No. 168 of 1948 
61. Art. 27 of the Act. 
62. Arts. 28， 30 of the Act. 
63. Art. 31 of the Act. 
64. Art. 39 of the Act. 
65. Art. 44 of the Act. 
66. Art. 45 of the Act. 
67. Art. 46 of the Act. 
68. Art. 47 of the Act. 
69. Art. 48 of the Act. 
70. Art. 49 of the Act. 
71. Ibid. 
72. Art. 50 of the Act. 
73. Art. 39 of the Act. 
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74. Art. 41 of the Act. 
75. Art. 43 of the Act. 
76. Art. 44 of the Act. 
7. Art. 52 of the Act. 
78. Ast. 53 of the Act. 
79. Art. 4， Para. 4 of the Act. 
80. Art. 4， Para. 6， Item 2 of the Act. 
81. Art. 15 of the Order. 
82. Art. 18.2 of the Act. 
83. Art. 53 of the Act. 
84. Art. 61. 2， Para. 1 of the Act. 
85. Art. 61. 2， Para. 3 of the Act. 
56. Art. 61. 2， Para. 6 of the Act. 
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